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1. He established the standard musical forms for Italian romantic opera which
were followed by all Italian composers to mid- century. This dominant operatic
composer of the early 19th century wrote more than 40 serious and comic operas
between 1810 and 1829, after which he wrote little but the Stabat Mater and the
Petite Messe solonelle.
FTP name this composer of Semiramide and La
Cenerentola(Cinderella) .
\Giacchino Antonio _Rossini_(1792-l868)\
2. He was an Austro-Hungarian prisoner of war in Siberia during WWI, became a
Soviet citizen after the Russian Revolution, and lived in the USSR from 19301944. In 1953, he became prime minister, introducing many liberal measures.
FTP name this leader of the revolt against Soviet domination in 1956 Hungary.
\Imre _Nagy_(1895-l958)\
3. He was originally a student of philosophy with no formal art training. A
master of collage, a medium he employed in 3 "collage-novels," La Femme 100
Tetes, Reve d'une petite fille qui voulut entrer au carmel, and Une Semaine de
bonte, he also developed the technique of frottage(pencil or chalk rubbings),
producing a series of bizarre, often allegorical landscapes.
FTP name this
early member of the Dada group in Cologne and one of the founding figures of
Surrealism, a German-born artist.
\Max _Ernst_(189l-l976)\
4. He investigated the physical properties of gases, and discovered new methods
of producing sulphuric and oxalic acids. In 1802, he discovered the approximate
rule for the expansion of gases now known as Charles Law.
FTP name this French
chemist B in 1778.
\Joseph Louis _Gay-Lussac_(1778-l850)\
5. Largely self-educated, he began to write after he moved to Chicago in 1934.
He was a member of the Communist Party from 1932-1944 and lived in Mexico for
much of the 1940's.
(He moved to Paris in 1946 and remained there until his
death.)
Often associated with Nelson Algren, James Farrell, and the Chicago
realists, he wrote The outsider, The Long Dream, Eight Men, and White Man,
Listen!
FTP name this American novelist whose autobio books are Black Boy and
American Hunger.
\Richard [Nathaniel] _Wright_(1908-l960)\
6. He attempted to create artificial diamonds by rapidly cooling carbon heated
at high temperatures. His claims of success were treated with suspicion. FTP
name this chemist who was awarded the 1906 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his
preparation of pure fluorine in 1886.
\Henri _Moissan_(1852-l907)\
7. He refused to playa work dedicated to
Living from 1766-1831, he was a violinist
dedicated his violin sonata Opus 47.
FTP
the Sonata dedicated to him by Beethoven,
work.
\Rodolphe _Kreutzer_(1766-l83l)\

him and called it "unintelligible".
of German descent to whom Beethoven
name this man remembered because of
which is also the title of a Tolstoy

8. He was expelled from the Paris Ecole Poly technique for leading a stUdent
revolt in 1816. In the late 1820's he succumbed to a nervous disorder and once
tried to commit suicide in the Seine. On his recovery he resumed his lectures

and mathematical teaching.
He argued that human thought and social development
evolve through 3 stages: the theological, the metaphysical, and the scientific
or positive.
FTP name this man regarded as the founder of sociology.
\Auguste _comte_(1798-1857)\
9. He was an instigator of the discredited theory in which minor variations in
skull shape determine a person's character- phrenology. FTP name this Austrian
anatomist living from 1758-1828.
\Franz Joseph _Gall_(1758-1828)\
10. He became an artist because TB made it impossible for him to continue
academic study.
Influenced by African tribal sculpture and by the sculpture of
Brancusi, he painted the female nude in an elongated, mannerist style. His
usual sUbjects were Montmartre's poor, an example of which is Gypsy Woman with
Baby. FTP name this Italian painter and sculptor.
\Amadeo _Modigliani_(1884-1920)\
11. As commander of the Dominican Guard, he seized power and established a
ruthless dictatorship.
He was later assassinated. FTP name this dictator
beginning in 1930 of the Dominican Republic.
\Raphael (Leonidas) _Trujillo_ y Molina (1891-1961)\
12. B in Catania, Sicily, he was one of the greatest composers of the Bel Canto
style.
Italy's most influential impressario Domenico Barbaja helped launch his
career. His works include Bianca e Fernando, Il Cirata, I Capuletti ed i
Montecchi, and La Sonnarnbula.
FTP who is this 19th c. Italian composer of I
Puritani and Norma?
\Vincenzo _Bellini_(1801-1835)\
13. Larned by a knee injury in 1905, she had her leg amputated in 1914. She
played victorien Sardou's title role of Fedora. She won acclaim playing
Cordelia in King Lear and the Queen in Victor Hugo's RUy Blas in 1872. She also
gave supreme performances in Racine's Phedre and Shakespeare's Hamlet in which
she played the prince.
She also produced Oscar Wilde's play Salome.
FTP name
this French actress and theatre producer renowned for her beautiful voice whom
many regarded as the greatest actress of her day, known as the 'Divine (Sarah) '.
\Sarah _Bernhardt_(1845-1923)\
14. His music was admired greatly by Robert Schumann, who was helpful in
establishing his success. He was nursed by his lover in Majorca for
tuberculosis.
He died at 39 of TB, after a long period of weakness and
suffering. He elevated such dances as mazurkas and polonaises to the level of
serious music.
FTP name this man B of a French father and Polish mother.
\Frederic [Francois] _Chopin_(1810-1849)\
15. In 1815, he attempted unsuccessfully to make himself K of all Italy, but
when he landed in Calabria in an attempt to gain the throne, he was captured and
shot.
FTP name this man made K of Naples in 1808 by Napoleon.
\Joachim _Murat_(1767-1815)\
16. She was a 20th c. French Parisian singer and songwriter, best know for her
defiant song 'Je ne regrette rien/I regret nothing'. FTP give the stage name of
Edith Gassion.
\Edith _Piaf_(1915-1963)\
17. He built the oratory of the Paraclete and later abbot of a monastery in
Brittany.
He opposed realism in the debate over universals, and propounded

'conceptualism' whereby universal terms have only a mental existence.
at the instigation of Canon Fulbert, was castrated?
\Peter _Abelard_(1079-1142)\

FTP, who,

18. B in Rome and educated in Monaco, his work greatly influenced French writers
such as Louis Aragon. Of aristocratic Polish descent, he was a leader of the
avant garde in Parisian literary and artistic circles. His novella The Poet
Assassinated, along with the experimental poems Calligrarnmes/Word Pictures and
Alcools/Alcohols show him as a representative of the Cubist and Futurist
movements.
FTP who wrote the play The Breasts of Tiresias?
\Guillaume _Apollinaire_(de Kostrowitsky 1880-1918)\
.
19. B on December 8, 1943 in Melbourne FL, he was the son of a naval officer, so
he often moved from place to place. He was particularly influenced by Friedrich
Nietzsche.
He attended st. Pete Jr. College and FSU before transferring to UCLA
to study film.
He obtained a BA with a major in theater arts in 1965. He wrote
poetry in The Lords and The New Creatures. For his Feast of Friends, he won 1st
prize for best documentary at the Atlanta Int'l Film Festival. Although he had
numerous affairs, he always returned to Pamela Courson. With Robby
Krieger (guitarist) , Ray Manzarek(organist) , and John Densmore (drurnmer), he
formed a group deriving their name from William Blake's The Marriage of Heaven
and Hell.
FTP name this lead singer of the Doors.
\Jim _Morrison_(1943-1971)\
20. In the 17th century, the Jesuits acquired this estate and called it MontLouis. Louis XIV's confessor retired at this place, which was named after him.
Legends of prostitution, black masses, and necrophilia abound about this place.
FTP name this 105 acre Paris cemetery.
\_Pere Lachaise_\
21. His idiosyncrasies were satirized in
being released from prison he went under
name this writer whose works include The
House of Pomegranates, An Ideal Husband,
Profundis, A Woman of No Importance, and
\Oscar [Fingal O'Flahertie Wills] Wilde

Gilbert and Sullivan's Patience. After
the name of Sebastian Melmoth.
FTP
Happy Prince, and Other Tales, The
The Ballad of Reading Gaol, De
Lady Windemere's Fan.
(1854-1900)\
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1. FTP each identify these men involved in the French Revolution:
In 1796 he and others were arrested for conspiring to overthrow the directory in a "Conspiracy for Equality".
Francois Noel Babeuf
He led the campaign to eradicate christianity and was guillotined on March 24, 1794 because of his dissidence.
Jacques Rene _Hebert_
Robespierre called him the "cunning fox" for his silent opposition to the Jacobins.
Abbe _ Sieyes_
2. FTP each answer the following about the Ring of the Nibelung:
Wotan punishes her by making her a mortal woman asleep on a mountain peak surrounded by magic fIre through which
only a hero may pass. Name this one-time Valkyrie.
\Brunhilde\
Siegfried, the son of Sieglinde has been brought up to the trade of the smith by this dwarf whom he hates. Name him
\Mime\
Son of the dwarf Alberich, he is the half brother of Gunther and Gutrune. He gives Siegfried a magic potion that
causes him to forget Brunhilde, his wife. He also kills Siegfried at ahunting feast.
\Hagen\

3. Identify these French scientists FTPE:
He is known as the Father of Modern Surgery and wrote up his methods in 1545.
Ambrose Pare
He described the and named the Aurora Borealis.
Pierre - GassendiHe prepared the fIrst catalog of non stellar objects visible from the Northern hemisphere.
Charles Messier
4. FTPeach identify these WWII conferences:
At Stalin's insistance, western Allies agree to a provisional government of postwar Poland should be formed around the
Lublin committee rather than the exiled Polish government in London.
Yalta
Churchill was at this conference but was replaced as Prime Minister during the conference by Atlee.
PotsdamD-Day was set for Mayor June 1944 during this conference held Nov. 28 - Dec. 1, 1943.
- Teheran5. For 15 points each name these unrelated terms beginning with the same letter:
It states that the orbitals of a sub-shell of an atom must be occupied singly by electrons with parallel spins before they
can be occupied in pairs.
- Hund'sRu1eNamed after a German naturalist, this describes the tendency for the upper tree limit to occur at lower and lower
elevations as one moves away from the Equator, until the tree line reaches sea level above the Arctic Circle.
Humboldt's Law6. The New York Sun on Sept. 4, 1872 accused several political fIgures of accepting bribes in the form of stock gifts
from the Credit Mobilier, a construction company secretly owned by Union Pacific Railroad stockholders, as payment
for political influence on behalf of railroad. Name these figures for the stated number of points.
10: the Vice President
\Shuyler _Colfax_\
5: Representative from 1863-1880 who was later President
\James A. - Garfield- \
15: Republican candidate for VP
\Henry _Wilson_ \

7. 30-20-10, name the author from works.
30: The Tinker's Wedding, The Well of Saints
20: The Aran Islands, Deirdre of the Sorrows
10: Riders to the Sea, The Playboy of the Western World
John Millington _Synge_
8. FTSNOP each answer these questions about 1864 events:
5: In 1864, the Democrats nominated this General for President.
\George B. _McClellan_\
5: In 1864, the Democrats nominated this Ohioan for VP. Perhaps, he is more famous for an 1883 act.
\George H. _Pendleton_\
15: On July 8, 1864, P Lincoln pocket-vetoed this bill, a congressional plan for postwar reconstruction of the south. He
considered it too harsh.
\- Wade Davis- Bill\
5: It was admitted as a state on Oct. 31, 1864.
\- Nevada- \
9.
Identify the following sects proclaimed heretical at one time or another by the Christian Church for 15 points apiece.
These radical Protestant sects seeking to establish utopian communities sprung up in various locations in Eastern and
Central Europe during the 16th century and a number of their groups including the Hutterites, Amish, and Mennonites
emigrated to North America.
Anabaptists or Anabaptism
This group that flourished during the second and third centuries believed the world was created by a lesser, evil god or
demiurge and saw the stories of Adam and Eve and of Jesus as attempts to liberate humanity from his control.
Gnostics or Gnosticism

10. For the stated number of points answer the following about everyone's favorite nation in the Pyrenees.
A. For five points, what is the capital of Andorra?
--Andorra la Vella
B and C. Five points for one and fifteen for both, although Andorra is actually independent, what two foreign officials
are traditional overlords of Andorra?
President of France or King of France (also accept Jacques Chirac) and
Jthe Bishop of Urge I (also accept Jose Marti i Alanis)
For ten points what Romance language, other than Spanish and French, is Andorra's national language?
Catalan
11. Identify the following cathedrals of Western Europe for ten points each.
This cathedral southwest of Paris can be seen for miles rising out of the wheat fields. The cathedral also has the most
impressive collection of Medieval stained glass in the world.
Notre Dame de Chartres
This English cathedral, often painted by John Constable, has, at 404 feet tall, the tallest spire in England.
Salisbury Cathedral
This Spanish city's Romanesque cathedral is a famous pilgrimage site and is reputed to hold the tomb of the Apostle
James.
Santiago de Compostela
12. Although the Rolling Stones have been going strong for over thirty years, they have endured a few changes in the
group. For five points each, aside from Mick Jagger, name the six men who have been part of the Stones
Brian Jones, Keith Richard(s), Mick Taylor, Charle Watts, Ron Wood, and BiD Wyman
13. Given a description of a treaty signed between the US and Great Britain during the 19th century, name it for the
stated number of points.
For five points-this 1842 treaty, the result of the lumberjacks' dispute known as the Aroostook War fixed the present
border between Maine and Canada.

Webster-Ashburton Treaty
F or ten points-this treaty signed in 1817 as a sequel to the Treaty of Ghent called for mutual disarmament on the
Great Lakes.
Rush-Bagot Agreement or Rush-Bagot Treaty
F or fifteen points-this convention named after the year it was held gave America rights to fisheries off the coast of
th
Labrador and Newfoundland and also fixed the boundary between the US and British North America along the 45
Parallel from Minnesota to the Rocky Mountains.
Convention of 1818
14. Given a description of a Christian martyr and how he or she is said to have died, identify that person for ten points
each.
Archdeacon of Rome during the reign of Pope Sixtus II, the Roman Emperor Vespasian condemned him to be roasted
alive upon a gridiron.
St. Lawrence or St. Laurence
This Bishop of Paris was beheaded in about 275, but picked up his head and walked to the location where an abbey
would be built in his honor before dying.

st. !!m!!
The patron saint of the blind, during the reign of Diocletian she was tortured and her eyes were gouged out, thus in
representations she usually is holding a plate or dish of eyeballs.
St. Lucy
15. Identify the movie from lines on a 30-20-10 basis.
30: Where's the fetus going to gestate? In a box?!
20: No, um ... freedom. They said I hadn't done anything wrong so I could go off and live on an island
somewhere.
10: We are the Judean People's Front's crack suicide squad!
Monty Python's Life of Brian
16. For the stated number of points-when given a dog from a literary work or TV show, name the breed of dog he
belongs to.
-- Standard Poodle
A. Ten points-Charley from Steinbeck's Travels with Charley
B. Fifteen Points-Wishbone from his namesake PBS series -- JackRussell Terrier
C. Five points--Santa's Little Helper from The Simpsons
-- Greyhound
17. Identify the city from the clues provided, 30-20-10.
30: The old part of this city is situated on an island is famous for its Holsteintor, the only one of four Medieval
gates remaining that marked the entrances to this city
20: Thomas Mann was born in this city that was formerly a free state of both the Weimar Republic and the
Holy Roman Empire
10: This city on the Baltic in the Schleswig-Holstein state was once the chief city of the Hanseatic League.

Lubeck, Germany
18. Name the famous English translators from the clues provided for the stated number of points.
For five points-in 1859 he released his The Rubaiyat ofOmar Khayyam.
Edward FitzGerald
For ten points-he is known for his early 20 th century translations of works of Chinese and Japanese literature such as
Monkey and The Tale of the Genji.
Arthur Waley
F or fifteen points-he secretly translated and released The Kama Su/ra and from 1885-88 published his l6-volume
version of The Thousand and One Nights.
Richard Burton
19. Answer the following about the African National Congress for the stated number of points.
For five points-under the influence of this foreigner, the ANC started its program of organized passive resistance to
white power.

Mohandas Karamchand (Mahatma) Gandhi
For ten points-this statement of policy issued in 1956 emphasized the ANC's Fabian principles as well as its
commitment to racial equality.
Freedom Charter
C. For fIfteen points-in 1960 when the ANC was declared unlawful, this military wing began its campaign of
industrial and economic sabotage.
Umkhonto we Sizwe or Spear ofthe Nation
20. Name these people both factual and fIctional who had notable prostheses for the stated number of points.
For fIve points-this Danish astronomer was said to have a silver nose.
Tycho Brahe
For ten points-after his father Tantalus served him as food in a banquet for the gods, he was put back together and
given an ivory shoulder.
Pelops
F or fifteen points-this Simpsons character had his tongue bitten off by a Turk in a grog house fIght and was fitted with
a silver one.
Jebediah Springfield or Hans Sprungfeld

